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MACHINE INDUSTRY AND COMMUNITY LIFE. 

LESSON C-g. INVENTIONS.1 

The ~?est flour mill in Athens in the time of one of its greatest 
rulers, Pericles, produced only t\",'O barrels of flour in a day. One 
of the mills. in Minneapolis produces in our time in a single day 
enough flour to fill I 7 ,ooo barrels. 

It requires no large . .knowledge of the history of the world to 
understand this difference. The mill of the. ancient Greeks was 
of a very crude type. The machinery in a modern flour mill is 
run by great engines which furnish power that the ancients never 
dreamed could be harnessed to do man's work. The machinery, 
too, that grinds the flour has been perfected through long years 

1 This lesson was· prepared by W. I. Thomas, professor of sociology, University of 
Chicago. It shows how man by the exercise of his intelligence has mastered the 
physical world. The -term inveMtion is given a broad interpretation to include 
social institutions and all kinds of practical devices as well as machinery. 
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2 COMMUNITY AND NATIONAL LIFE. 

of invention and has taken advantage of all of the new possibilities 
that come from the use of steel and iron. · 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF MODERN MACHINERY. 

It is not in the milling industry alone that inventions have 
increased the output of things that we need. In the early part of 
the. last century a skilled workman could make in a day about 
30 needles. At the end of the century a girl with- the help of a 
machine could make in a day soo,ooo needles. . Perhaps this state
ment ought to be reversed and we ought to say that the machine 
makes the soo,ooo needles with the help of a girl. Automatic 
machinery has taken the place of an immense number of workers 
and has made it possible for everybody to-have what was a com
parative luxury in earlie:t days. 

Again, we may find otlfeF examples of the benefits which have 
come through invention by noting the results of improved trans
portation. We have a record of the amount of mail which was 
carried in the earlier days when all traveling was by horseb~ck 

~ or at most by stage coach. The amount of mail which is received 
and distributed in a single ~ay in New York City at the present 
time is more than was received and distributed in the whole United 
States in the first year of the nineteenth century. 

How rapidly the railroad has developed will be easily recog
nized from the statement that in 1831 the Baltimore & Ohio 
Railroad had only 82 miles of track. This Wf!.S of a type that we 
should describe to-day 3:s "flimsy," and the company was trying 

1. Find out how much flour is used in the family for each member. 
How many mills like that in Athens woulg be required to feed the. people 
of the United States? · 

2. From the facts given show the tru~h of the statement that great 
cities could not exist without machinery. · · 
- 3· Find out what processes are used in making flour in a modern mill. 

4· Why are the great mills at Minneapolis? 
' 5· What is ail automatic machine? Find out the number of processes 

'involved in making a needle. 
6. What effect does the use of automatic machinery have on prices? 

In answering this question keep in mifid the fact ~that the purchasing 
power of money differs in different periods. 

7. What are the different steps required . to take a letter from a sender 
to the one who receives it? 

8. Why is it more necessary for the government to go into the mail 
carrying business than to take up other kinds of business? 
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all sorts of experirl)..ents with different kinas of power to draw the 
trains. It was experimenting with horses and sails as weil as 
with locomotives in :the hope of finding some economical way 
of moving trains . 

. . In agriculture the changes that· have' taken place are of no 
less importance. At the date mentioned above when the railroad 
was still trying to perfect its machinery the ·reaper was invented. 
The construction of this machine, which aids in gathering crops, 
has gone forward since that time until now 7 ,boo machines are 
made in a week· in a single. factory, and i~ requires 14,000 freight 
cars to carrylhe annual -output of that factory.~ American reapers 
have gone to Europe and are in use there in great numbers to 
supplement the work of human hands. 

RESULTS OF INVENTIONS. 

The result of all ·these mechanical improvements is that we 
have an abundance· of those things which are necessary and make 
life more comfortable. A vastly larger population. can be sup
ported by the work which is·done by these machines than could 
be supported in· a country which had only.hand labor. Something 
of the contrast in wealth can be brought out by the statement 
that at the beginning of the e1ghteenth century the total reve11ues 
of the United States did not equal the value of last year's crop 
of hay in the State of Vernio:rit. 

· When one goes over such statements as have been made· on 
the last three pages, one begins to understand what is meant ·by 
the .. statement that man depends on his intelligence for his con-

I. When was the first railroad built and where? 
2. Why are rails laid down for the roadbed of railroads? Why do 

trains not run over ordinary roads? 
. 3· What has been. done to improve tracks so that they will not be 

"flimsy''? 
4· It was natural eno!igh that the railroad managers should think of 

horses and sails as sources of power. Make .a list of the kinds of power 
used to aid in transportation. 

5· Find out something ~bout the rate at which the population· of 
civilized countries has increased in recent centuries. 

6. What is the revenue of the United States at the present time? 
· 7· What increases in-the·revenues of the country have been required 

to conduct the war? 
8. How are revenues raised? How have they beeri increased for the 

war? 
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quest of the· world. ·Man is not an especially strong· animal~

nor is he especially swift. When he was obliged to get his food 
by hunting in th~ forest, he was at a very great -disadvantage 
as compared with many of the strong and swift animals which 
he · encountered. When he found that he did not have strength, 
he devised cunning inventions. 

TRAPS. 

For example, he learned how to captute, by means of traps,: 
strong and po~erful animals which he · was utterly unable to at
tack with his unaided strength. For this purpose he took into 
his service the power that is to be found in the trunk of a young 
sapling. He cut off this sapling about four feet from the ground 
and drew it back so that if it were released it would give out a 
powerful stroke. He fastened the sapling back with a catch that 
kept· it ·in position until it was released by a cord which was 
stretched across ·the · path that the animal would · take. - · Held 
in a notch of the sapling was a heavy spear. This was pointed 
in the direction from which the animal would come as it :made 
its way down to a supply of water. The animal coming through _ 
the forest ran into the ·cord which in turn released the trigger · 
and the heavy spear was driven int_o its breast. 

WEAPONS. 

-Another example of the inventive genius of primitive · man is 
to be found in the way in which he provided himself with sharp
pointed instruments. He had no teeth that could compare in 

1. Get other examples of man'sconquest of the world. Fot example, 
what has he done to shelter himself from the weather? To 1engthen 
his day in spite of darkness? To make travel on land and water possihle? 

2. Not all members of a community are equally · inventive. How 
does the community encourage those who do its inventing? 

3· Contrast man's physical powers with those of some of the animals 
which you know. 

4· There are a great many other kinds of traps. Find descriptions of 
some others. Note that the early k!nds could not ·use .iron. Why? 

5· Man's superior intelligence was shown not merely in killing animals 
but in taming theni. Show the · importance. of domestication of animals 
to the ·progres-s of civilization. What kinds of animals are domesticated? 

6. To-day man' is substituting madlinery for · animal power in inany 
quarters." Why?. · · · · -
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length and -sharpness with those of the tiger, but he made for 
himself an artificial_ '' tooth.'' He took a stick and sharpened the 
end. He hardened this sharp point in the fire, or he inserted in 
it a piece of flint. Sometimes in order to make the weapon still 
more effective, he poisoned the end of the spear. The poison he 
collected 'from the tooth of a snake or from poisonous insects -or 
d~caying flesh. He could then kill his enemy with even the 
slightest wound. In this way he not only made himself a sub
stitute for a sharp tooth, but J:le gave_ this tooth a destructive 
power which few animals possess. 

INVENTIVE INTELLIGENCE. 

·Later he learned how to shoot his sharpened stick from a bow. 
This means that the strength of a piece of tough wood was -added 
to his own hand very much in the fashion in which he used this 
same kind of strength in the trap which he set for the large 
animals. The bow and arrow is a natural enough invention 
when one follows its development from the simple spear, put as 
contrasted with anything that the animals have thought out it · 
shows man to be a · genius -of the highest type. The animals are ' 
not able · to think about the things around them as man can. 
They must have seen sharp sticks and they must have pushed 
against a young sapling and must have experienced the strength 
of the spring in such a sapling, but they never had the idea that 
they could use these natural forces for their own purposes . . ¥an 
not only_ saw things about him but he understood ho_w to use 
them. 

,· r. The earliest weapons were very simpl~. What were some of them? 
_ 2.' Why was stone substituted for wood as man became more intelli

gent? 
3· Even in modern war pojsons are used in the form of gases. Why? 
4· The statement is sometimes made that a bow increases the strength 

of man's attack. Can this· be true when the shooter has to be strong 
enough to bend the bow? What does the bow do for man? 

5· Do animals ever invent anything? 
6. Animals can see and hear and smell as welf as men. What part 

<!oes seeing play in invention? 
7· Can animals be taught to use inventions made by man? 
8. What can you find . out about the comparative size of the human 

brain and brains of animals? 
9· How does the human hand differ from th~t of the higher monkeys? . 
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The whole history of human civilization is a history of suc
cessive inventions and larger mastery of n~tural forces. We 
sometimes think of ourselves as very superior to primitive peo-

-pies. We do, indeed, have the benefit to-day of a great many 
tools and machines which they did not possess. Our present 
advantages come not from superior minds, but fron1-the fact that 
each generation ·has added something· to the stock of devic~s 

that men have learned to employ. The result is that generation 
after generation has acquired n~w devices and added these to 
the stock of inventions until the present is filled with ingenious 
ways of using all sorts of materials and natural pow~rs. 

IDEAS WHICH HAVE BEEN WORKED OUT. 

As a result of the accumulation of experiences, many ideas 
which early men had have been worked out in new ways. For 
example, the South American tribes have "blow guns" which 
resemble in principle our modern guns. The blow gun is a long 
hollow reed. The power is supplied from the lungs of man. 
When he blows as hard as he can into one end of this hollow 
reed, he sends out a missile at the other end which is powerful 
enough to kill, and can be aimed with deadly precision. 

This principle of the hollow reed is used in the modem world 
more effectively than among the South American tribes because 
the -energy which was behind the blow gun has been multiplied 
through the invention of explosives. Furthermore, the hollow 
reed is no longer the natural reed that is provided by , the vege
table world; it . is a steel tube that has been made through the use 
of minerals which man has learned to take out ofthe ground and 
smelt and cast in his iron and steel foundties. The n1odem gun 
is the result of the idea of the reed gun plus many ideas about 
iron and explosives. 

1. What are some of the chief materials which modem man has that 
savages did not have? 

2. What part does language play in promoting invention? 
3· It is sometimes said of a nation such as ours that we are an indus

trial nation. -What does this mean? What happens to inventions when 
an industrial nation is drawn into war? 

4· Why is a blow gun more accurate in its aim than the hand can be 
in throwing a missile ? 

5· This war has been described as a war of iron and steel rather than 
of men. What is meant by that statement? 

6. When a modern gunner shoots how does he get his aim? · 
7. What does an archer have to keep in mind when he aims an arrow? 
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PRINTING. · 

Printing is always t1:J.ought of as a very tnodern invention. We 
find in the histories the statement that this invention did much 
to usher in the modern period of civilization, but the idea of 
sta~ping a pattern is- very ancient. The South American Indians 
have rubber stamps. They do not use them for office work, as we 
do ilJ modern life, but for printing on the human body the patterns 
which they wish· to tattoo. The real inventions in modern print
ing were.the making of movable type which could be put together 
in new combinations, and the use of a press instead of the hand 
stamp. What has finally been worked out in a huge modern print
ing establishment is the simple principle known to th~ South 
American Indians. The means and materials used in the modern 
machines are new and were utterly unknown to primitive peoples. 
The modern printing press had to wait Jor th~ developme11t of 
steel and iron and for the power that comes from the steam engine. 

TELEGRAPHING. 

All sorts of devices for communicating at long distances were 
known to primitive men. When Stanley was making his first 
journey across Africa he found that the natives often knew before
hand of his . coming. This puzzled him until he learned· that _they 
had a system of telegraphing by beating drums. They had · a 
code of signals that would carry for long distances, and by means 
of this· code they let each other know of the approach of a party of 
civilized men. The principle of signaling is worked out· in the. 
modern telegraph system. The use of electricity and copper wire 
has changed our methods. These· modern methods were quite 
impossible·. until · both copper and electricity ~ere known to man 
and tnastered by him. 

I. Find out about the invention of gunpowder. What effect did it 
have on civilization? 

2. Who first invented movable type? 
3· Get a description of the first printing press. 
4· · What oth~r methods of signaling do you know? Which can be used 

over the longest distances? 
5· Wireless is in many ways cheaper and more effective than the older 

form of telegraph, which required wires. Why should the simpler form 
come later ·than the more complex? 

6. The careful planning which man goes through is illustrated in the 
building of a good road or a bridge. Show how these "pay in the end." 
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What we mean by saying that man uses hi:5 mind in dealing with 
the world is illustrated by every one of the inventions that has 
been described. Each story of the way in which ideas have been 
more fully worked out shows why it is important for people to 
learn . from earlier generations. Books are records of inventions. 
The stories that men told each other around the campfire before 
there were books were full of the ex:perienc~s which finally helped 
invention. When travelers came back from distant journeys 
and told about the doings of strange peoples, they added to the 
ideas that were remembered and used later in maldng man's life 
richer and broader. 

The result of all this is that man has come to think of the world 
in a new way. If man sees an animal that he must attack, h~ does 
not begin at once to pound and bite and scratch with his fist and 
teeth and nails. He looks around for a tool. He finds a sharp 
stone or he exercises that patience which is required for making a 
plan. · In making ·his plan of attack . he may spend a long time 
gettin~ things ready for ~he final step. For ~xample, the early 
hunter often lost his game because the animal escaped in the water . . 
Man did not plunge in after -the escaping animal. He .used ·his 
mind and built himself a canoe, which in the long run made hini 
very much more successful than he could possibly have been if he 
had depended on his power as a swimmer. He stripped the bark 
from a tree, tied the ends together, and later devised a paddle. Ali 

t . . . . 

this took time and thought, but it paid in the end. 
In recent centuries, and more especially in recent decades, this 

way of meeting one's needs has come to be the common way. 
Almost everything man does these days is done by machinery. The 
result is that our thjnking and our 'study and our modes of life ate . 
largely influenced by the great machines that fill our factories, 
draw long trains, and _make home life comfortable and industry 
productive. 
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LESSON C-Io. IRON AND STEEL.1 

Two black men, almost naked, squat on opposite sides of a fire 
in c~ntral Africa ... Each of the~ has a little hand bellows with 
which he forces· the fire. From time to time they lay on the fire 
lumps of charcoal and lumps of iron ore. All day they work and 
sweat, blowing and feeding their little fire. At evening a ro or 
12 pound, lump o~ iro11 ·lies in the glowing coals ready to be 
hammered on the anvil and shaped into spearhead, knife, ·or 
kettle. 

These men are smelting iron ore, which is a kind of rock with 
some iron mixed in with . several other kinds of mineral. The hot 

-fire makes the iron melt and run out, so that it· can be gathered up 
and used. 

ANCIENT METHODS OF SMELTING. 

No one knows how-long man has smelted iron . ore. Iron ore is 
to b~ found in almost all countries, and primitive man in marty 

· lands knew p.ow to use it many, many centuries ago. · Perh~p-~ 

some primitive man's camp fire ·first smelted iron by accid~nt: 
Legend_ says that r ,s~o years before'Christ a f~rest fire showed th~ 
people of the island of Crete how to make iron. Pictures on the 
wall~ of Egyptian buildings which date back to 3,500 years before 
Christ show Egyptians smelting iron with the aid of a · goatskin 
bellows. . , - · . · ; 

Eachof many ancient peoples. must have found out for itself 
how to make iron, for it was made by the same ~ethod . irt 
~ery ancient times in middle Africa, in China, in India, as ~ell as 
in the countries around the Mediterranean, and. in England where 
C::esar found the Britons making it very much as the explorer may · 
still find it made in remote p9-rts_ of Africa and Asia. 

The Romans ·were unable to make much impro:vetnent on this 
process of making iron. It produced all the n1etal with which 
Cresar armed his victorious legions . . The iron which bolted the 
oak of the little ships of Columbus was made in a simple fireplace 
like a blacksmith's forge. The iron for Washington's cannon and 
muskets was made in forges· or tall furiiaces not unlike big stone 
chimneys. The :fire was fed by the forced draft commonly pro~ 
duced by a water wheel. r 

1 This lesson was prepared by J. Russell Smith, professor of industry, Wharton School 
of Finance and Commerce, ·University of Pennsylvania. It aims to show how de
pendent modemfoi-msof industry are O'n the iron out of which all machinery is made. 
It also shows how the handling of iron has been developed on a vast scale through the 
use of power. machinery. 
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We must not make the mistake of thinking that because these 
ancients had difficulty in making iron they could not · make good 
iron. The fact is it was as good as any, and be~ter than most of 
the iron we have to-day . . We have merely learned~how to make it 
more easily and thus more cheaply. · The principle of in~n making 
has always been the same wh~ther i~ was in Central Africa or 
Rome, in the time of George Washington or Andrew Carnegie~ hot 
Iire smelts the iron out of the ore. · 

THE USE OF COAL IN SMELTING. 

It was ver~ fortunate that man learned how to smelt iron .with 
coal and coke (which is made from coal). Before this time the 
iron industry had moved about, following the forests, to get a 
supply of charcoal. Since coal is so abundant in. some places the 
iron industry was able to settle down. This explains the -growth 
of great iron centers such as Pittsburgh. 

As long as charcoal was used for the fire, the. materials could 
not be piled up very high because the weight would .crush the 
charcoal · and smother the fire. But coke is hard, and layers of 
coke and ore can be piled to a great height ana still let the air be 
forced through to feed the fire. This has enabled the present iron 
furnace, called a blast furnace, to become severaltimes as high as 
the one that made the iron for Washington's cannon. 

Smelting is now done on such a large scale and so cheaply by 
machinery that instead of costing $r a pound to make iron, as it 
did in c~sar;s time, it now costs about I cent a pound and some
times less than that. This is the reason we live in what is called 
an "age of steel." Steel is merely a refined kind of iron, ancf it 
is so cheap that we can afford to use it freely. 

1. Are all themetalswhich are taken out of the gr;und smelted like 
iron? 

2. What is the effect of the bellows on _a,fire? 
3· What happens when iron rusts? How can rusting be prevented? 

What is the effect of leaving machinery out of doors? 
4· Find out how coke is made. Find out how charcoal is made. 
5· Wh~re were the forges and foundries of George Washington's time 

located? Look up Valley Forge in this connection. . Als0 look up' Kip
ling's stories in Puck of Pook's Hill tG find how the ancient Britons made 
their iron and what they thought of iron. 

6. Find out what is the difference be _tween iron and steel. 
7· What are some of the uses of strel for which iron is not suited? · 
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THE AMERICAN IRON INDUSTRY; 

-In the United States we now make 2 pounds or iron every 
- day for every man, woman, and child. In fact,, the American 

iron industry is larger than that of. any other two countries. The 
size of our industry 1s due in large part to our great riches of raw 
material. We have the best iron ore in the world, whole ~oun
tains of it- up in _the wbods near ·Lake Superior; soft like dirt so 
that it can be shoveled up, and so near the sUrface that we can 

_ take it out of open pits and in this way get it much more easily 
than from the deep mines which are elsewhere common in gathering 
metal. We also have very large areas of coal land- to make . the 
fuel to -melt the ·ore, and ·plenty of the limestone which is also put 
into -the furnace because it ·unites with the dross and helps the 
smelting process. 

American iron making has sprung up very quickly. In 1855 the 
first boat bringing iron ore from Lake Superior toward the eastern 
coal fields carried a cargo of r 32 tons through the canal at Sault 
Ste. Marie. Just 6o years later, in 1915, a boat went through the 
same canal with t r ,262 tons, and in the season of 1916 more than 
6o,ooo,ooo tons of ore were carried from Lake Superior to the 
ports along the lower lakes. 

Kipling in his wonderful Jungle Book shows · us how much 
weaker is the man cub than the wild anitnals of the forest, but 
the man · cub rules the earth because he had braihs enough to 
learn how to harness and use mechanical power-machines: The 
getting of iron to-day is a wonderful example of this machine 
wO:rk~ We do not make iron-machines and artificial power make 

- iron· for us. * 

- 1. The possession of iron mines has been one of the important matters 
· in -this war. Where do the allies get their iron? Where does Germany 
get iron? 
- 2. In the United States, what States produce iron ore? What States 
manufacture steel to the greatest -extent ? · 

3· See if you can find any reasons for the location of Gary, Ind., the 
steel town. 

4· Can you see any reason for locating iron furnaces near coal fields 
and limestone quarries instead of near iron mines? 

5· The Great Lakes are said to have contributed quite as much to the 
American steel industry as the iron mines and the coal mines. Why? 

6. Describe some of the industries which depend on the country's 
output of iron and steel. 

7· What effect has the development of the steel industry had on 
building trades ? 
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In triaking iron and steel in Ameiica the iron ·. is ·never touched 
by hurnan hand in its journey of I ,ooo miles from the ore banks 
in the woods near Lake Superior to the steel mills at Pittsburgh 
or Buffalo. Nbr is it lifted by human muscle. 

MINING IRON ORE. 

The ore in the open pits is loosened with dynamite, and the 
steam shovel, running on railroad ·tracks, sticks its steel scoop 
into the loose m·e five times a minute. Each titne 1t takes up · two 
tons, swings it around and drops it on the freight car on the. next 
track. From a single open pit I s,ooo tons of ore are hauled away 
in a night by. locomotives. On one ore range, the Mesaba, mon~ 
dirt has been moved to get at the ore than was moved to dig the 
Panama Canal. - · 

The ore is taken from the minesin freight trains of so cars each, 
running to. Duluth and other ports on Lake Superior. Here the 
trains run "out on top o.f high ore docks and drop the ore through . 
the bottom of the cars into big pockets on the dock. From these 
pockets it is again dropped through- chutes into the s-teamers 
alongside. · These vessels, 6oo feet long, are loaded with Io,ooo 
tons of ore in 20 minutes, and the same cargo can be unloaded 
in 3 hours and 20 minutes by huge machines called clamshell un
loaders. . They work almost as yot!r double ~ands would in sand . 
or sugar and ·take up as much as IS tons at a scoop. , _ 

As the boats can w~rk only in summer when the lakes are not 
frozen, some of the ore is brought down from the . Lake Superior 
.r.-~gion and keptin great piles at lake ports like Buffalo, Cleveland, 

1. It has been said that this is a war of machinery, not of men. Show 
some of the ways in which this is true. 

2. Explain why dynamite is used in mining. 
3· Get a description of a steam shoyel; or, better, see one and describe 

it. For what purposes is it used other than handling ore? · 
4· A good deal of emphasis is laid on the rapidity with which all this. 

·work is done. Show the relat~on of speed to cheapness of production. 
5· The high docks up to V\~hich the cars are ·carried for unloading 

illustrate a_ principle which appears .. again in grain elevators, stone 
crushers, and other kinds of storage places and mills. Explain this 
principle and find other examples. 

6. By way of contrast with the mining processes here described, the 
ordinary methods of getting iron are much more difficult. Get a de
scription of them. 
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and Chicago. until wanted in the winter . . It is then carried by 
fre.ight cars -to the iron and steel mills at Pittsburgh, Youngstown, 
or Harrisburg. 

MODERN FURNACES AND ROLLING MILLS. 

The freight cars run up on high trestles beside the great fur
naces, roo feet high, and roaring with fire from bottom to top. 
The ore is dropped into storage bins,Jrom the bottom of which it 
drops again into the weighing cars operated by the men who feed 
th~ furnaces. These weighing cars run up on ~ little elevator · 
called the skip hoist and auto~atically dump the ore or the coke 
or · the limestone in to the furnace. , 

A few hours later when the melted iron has trickled to the 
bottom, the furnace man taps the furnace by breaking 'the clay 
dam that holds back the melted iron. At a tapping a hundred 
tons of it may run out like milk into great ladles mounted on 
freightcars~ 'rhese carry the m9lten metal to a steel mill, which 
may be a mile away, where it is further purified by fire and mixed 
with different metals to make the different kinds of steel. After 
coming from the steel furnaces, the metal is poured into molds, 
where it is allowed to harden just enough to hold its shape. . 

Then it is thrown upon rollers that carry it to the crushing rolls 
of the rolling mill, which, driven · by engines of several thousand 
horsepower' will crush the big ingot of steel as a rolling pin i~ the 
hands of a cook shapes pie crust. 

1. In the statement abo"ut shipping ore in summer we have a des~rip
tion ·of what is called a seasonal industry. Find other examples. 

2. Reference is made to weighing cars. It is a fact that whatever goes 
into the.se furnaces is carefully regulated by weight. Why should ·this 
be so? 

3· What is pig iron? What is a steel ingot? 
4· Find out how rails and wire are made from bars of metal. 
5. Find out how steel differs from iron. What are the different grades 

of steel? 
·6. Following some of the ordinary things that we use in everyday life, 

show how iron helps us in the preparation of a loaf of bread, a pound of 
butter, a fried p·otato, an apple, a cup of drinking water, a heated room, 
a bag of cement, a pile of bricks. 

7· How many ways does iron help in your coming from your home to 
your school? · 
· 8. How many uses does iron serve in the schoolroom, in the school
house, in a schoolboy's clothing, in the various rooms of a house? 
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Different kinds of rollers shape . the steel. It · may be shaped 
into a flat plate for an engine boiler, a rail for the trolley -track, a 
girder for the skyscraper, a rod for the blacksmith, a pipe for the 
plumber, or a chunk of steel to be used in the foundry, the machine 
shop,· or the aJ.ltomobile factory. 

The finished product costs only a cent or two per pound, yet it 
takes at least a thousand men to niake it. Who are these thous
and men? They are always members of gangs-gangs of strippers 
taking dirt from the ore, gangs of steam shovelers, train crew, do~k 
crew, boat crew, moor.,..dock crews, train crews, gangs of iron fur
nace men, steel furnace men, yard men, yard train crews, rolling 
mill men. Then the limestone and the coal and the c~ke m~st be 
followed through all their stages "before we have one single pound 
of steel completed. -Yet the two half-naked black men in Afi-ica 
made steel all by themsefves-very good steeL too, but very 
costly, and very little of it. Andrew Carnegie was the first man 
to .bring under one management all the stages of modern steel-
making. . . . 

SOME USES OF iRON AND ·sTEEL. 

How could you make a saw without iron? It has been done 
by certain South Sea· Islanders who had no iron on their coral 
islands and no way to trade for it, so they laboriously set sharp 
shark's teeth in a hard piece of wood. It wasn't much of a saw, 
but it was the best they could get. Could you do any better with 

. the materials they had? 
How could you make a hatchet without iron? Fo:t; answer, go 

to some museum and see the poor . stone ax of the American 
. . . 

1. The present war has seriously affected both the price of iron and the 
atnount of iron that can be secured. Why is it more expensive to put 
up a building now than it was before the· war? 

2. How is ' a "gang" of men kept at work? Is the "boss" helping to 
produce iron and steel? 

3· Was Carnegie's organization of the steel industry a legitimate_. 
reason for the great wealth which he acctimulated? 

4· In primitive life before the days of manufacturing, what was th'e 
occupation to which men gave· attention? What wetetheir rewards? 

5· What methods did the Indians use to supplement their crude tools? 
For example, how did they hollow out logs for canoes? . 

6. Describe some of the arts in which the Indians were proficient with 
special reference to the raw materials used. 

7. In what r~spects were these same arts modified by the introduction 
of iron? 
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lndian. T~~, you' will understand why" he did _not chop down 
trees or become a farmer . 

. _ We make our ·iron by machinery, and the machines that make 
it are themselves~ of iron, a·s ·we -see by looking over the list
steam 'shovel, track on which it stood, ore car, locomotive that 

'hauled it, ore dock, iron ship, engine on the iron ship, the ·ctam.
shell unloader, ' the railroad, even -the 'furnace itself, and the rolls 
of the· rolling mill~everywhere iron, or steel which is but ·a kind 
.of fron. · · 

THS IMPORTANCE OF MACHINERY TO-DAY. 

As with the making of iron, so it is with nearly all the rest of 
our goods. Machines produce the goods, and machines are mostly 
iron. Take boards and nails. The saws and axes that fell the 
trees are of iron; so in part are _ the wagons and cars that haul 
the logs ari.d the sawmills that saw them-everywhere iron. The 
blacksmith once made nails by hand. Now we poke the end of 
a long roll of wire into a machine and it rapidly pulls in the wire 
and drops out nails by the kegfull. The shoemaker once sat at 
his bench with knife, awls, and hammer. Now he stands by a 
big motor-driven machine with a hundred clicking parts and 
makes shoes five times as _fast. Man -first printed with a -little 
hand press,· but now we feed the roll of paper. to a machine as 
long as a room, which piles off newspapers or books by the thou
sand to the hour. Power, driving machines made of iron, gives 
us the goods of th1s day. -

- I • . Can you name some~hing that is lJ?.ade ~ with~ut ~ machine? 
- ~. Can you name something ma11 has p:1ade that ' ~s made without 

iron? 
3· Do you see any disadvantages that come from the great. devel

opment of modern iron industry? _ 
4• 'fhere is a great deal of legislation which is designed to protect 

_ workers in iron mills and -the special dangers of this industry have led 
to the discussion of various kinds of insurance. - These so-called coop
erative industrial devices are modern. Show- why th~y were not possi
ble in a primitive community.- Show how the iron industry may prop
erly be described as a cause of :many new methods of organizing com-
munity life. · _ 

5· The way in which one m~n in an iron mill does his work i~ ofgreat 
imp~rtance to all who use the product. .. Show ~ow the individual 
worker has responsibilities in~ mill. Show, on the other ha~d; how the 
i~dividual !oses in importance. -
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What rrms · tP.e maehines? · Engines. · In the engines the coal 
burns on an iron grate beneath an iron ·boiler. , The steam goes 
off through iron pipes ·into an iron cylinder and pushes an iron 
piston, which drives iron shafts and iron wheels. 

The production of the . coal that runs the engine depends on 
the use of iron. The miner .digs the coal from beneath the rocks 
with pick and shovel-or, in some cases, with a big, complicated 
mining machine-and a little railroad track follows the miner to 
the very breast of the seam, where he shovels up the coal. Iron 
cables haul the cars to the surface; iron pipes carry out the water 
to keep the · miner from drowning and bring in air to keep him 
from suffocating. 

OUR DEPENDENCE UPON IRON. 

Iron serves us also in our food. Our bread and meats are borne 
to us over the iron way from the grain fields and pastures of · the 
West. The iron horse brings us oranges from Florida and Cali
fornia; the iron ship brings us bananas from· the Caribbean Sea 
and wool from Australia. Iron machines prepare our canned -
foods. The cans are made by machines; they are filled by machin
ery, sealed by machinery, soldered by machinery-everywhere 
machines; ~verywhere iron.· . * 

Increased use of machinery increases our con1fort. It has 
recently given us the telephop.e, the telegraph, the daily newspa
per, the trolley, the -automobile. Nearly every new invention is 
a ·machine and in every case a machine makes · it. The same is 
true of the aeroplane, the submarine, the phonograph. 

Already our dependence upon iron is so great that if we were 
suddenly deprived of it we would drop back almost to the living 
conditions of Jacob and .Esau. Food would no longer be eas.y to 
get, nor coal, nor wood, nor · wool and · cotton. Famine ·would 
wipe out the human race as an eraser .removes chalk marks from 
the blackboard and where there are now roo,ooo,ooo men there 
would be but s,ooo,ooo. 
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LESSO.N C-n, THE EFFECTS OF MACHINERY ON . RURAL 
LIFE.1 

We do not always remember that a great deal of the work on a 
modem farm is done by machinery: We know that a factory is 

' a collectio~ of machines, and we can easily . see that city life de
. pends largely on the use of such machines as trolley cars, street 

sweepers, and elevators. The farmer, however, seems to most 
people to be different from the mechanic and to depend for his 
livelihood on the soil and on the work of his own hands. 

THE FARMER USES A GREAT DEAL OF MACHINERY. 

The-fact is that the farmer is really very much of a mechanic. 
· He is certainly more of a mechanic than . most tradesmen. The 
farmer ha&to be able to use a great many different kinds of machines 
and to make all sorts of repairs . on the111. This has not always 
been true, but it is true of the modern farmer. 

The reason for the rapid increase. in the use of machines on 
the farm is the same as that which led t<J the .use of machinery in 
other industries.' Machines make it pos~ible for one person or 
several persons to get work · doue faster and better than was 
possible ·when these people did the work without, the help of 
machines. The digging stick was a very simple invention used 
by -primitive man. It made possible greater results in digging 
out roots t~an its o\vner could secure with his unaided fingers. .A 
hoe-is better than the digging stick, and it must have seemed .a 
marvelous instrument when it was invented. The plow is better 
than the hoe as a means of turning up soil. At first it was very 

· crude and was pulled by human beings. Later it was better 
made and was drawn by animals . . With each improvement it 
gave greater results. When drawn in "gangs" by traction en
gines the results are very great inde~d. 

The ·importance of farm tractors is well shown by the use 
England · made of· them last spring. The matter of spring plowing 
was vital to the people of England because the submarines tlireat
ened to cut off food coming from the Americas and Australia. 
The Government supplied tractors to the farmers and in many 
c~ses kept them at work nights as well as days. 

1 This lesson was prepared by John M. Gillette, professor of sociology, University · 
of North Dakota. It shows that machinery is quite as important on the farm as in 
the industries of the city. Furthermore, the indirect effects of the use of machinery 
in changing the mode of people's lives in rural districts are perhaps more apparent 
than the social effects of the use of machines in cities. 
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THE GAINS FLOWING. FROM. T:aE USE OF MACHINERY; 

Machinery is a great aid to man because it enables him to use 
forces he could not otherwise use. .A good illustration . of th\s 
f~ct is seen in the steam engine, which is a device for h~rnes.sing 
the expansive force of steam. 

Before the time of improved plows, harrows, seeders, harves
ters, cultivators, and thrashers, a few acres of land kept one man 
very busy during a producing season. To-day one man with the 
aid of modern implements and with occasional help can care for 
8o acres of grain, and in some cases even more. 

The extent to which machinery increases production was 
shown at the Paris exhibition as early as I 855 when a test was 
made of the thrashing abillty of men as compared with that of 
various makes of mechanical thrashers. Six men began to thrash 
with flails at the saine time the machines began work. At 'the 
end. of half an hour the record stood as follows: 

Six thrashers with flails produced 6o l!ters of wheat . . 
Bdgian thrasher produced 150 liters of wheat. 
French thrasher produced 250 liters of wheat. 
English thrasher produced 410 liters of wheat. 
American thrasher produced 7 40 liters of wheat. 

While this experiment dealt only with the thrashing of grain, 
there can be no doubt that the same kind ot result comes from 
the use of better plows, harrows, cultivators, and other imple
ments. It is stated that in 1830 it took 6 days' work . to produce 
20 bushels of w~eat on an acre of ground, ~bile now. with i1ll
proved machinery the same results rna y be attained in 3 hours 
and 19 minutes. 

1. Do we always use tools or machinery in making things? Can you 
name a single case where we Jsually produce things ''with our bare 
hands"? 

2. Why does machinery make it possible for oneman to till a large 
number of acres? What does this mean with respect to the best .size of 
farm for a farmer to own? 

3· "Machines may be used instead of physicallabor, but they can never 
take the place of mental labor. '' Is this true? 

4· Are you sure that it is .. cheaper to make things by machinery? 
Remember that machines may cost a great deal. 

5· What isa mechanic? Name as many _ diff~rent kinds of mechanics 
as you can. 

6. The war has reduced the number of workers available for nonwar 
purposes. What effect is this likely to produce on methods of farming? 
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This ability which. the machine gives mari to cultivate more 
acres and to raise a greater quantity of produce results in the 
possibility of an ·easier life for the worker and in greater rewards 
for his labor~ The Nation gains because it has more of the things 
on whick life depends. 

MACHINERY MAKES POSSIBLE A LARGER POPULATION. 

- Let us notice some of the ways in which the larger use of ma
chinery 'is of advantage to the Nation as a whole. For one thing, 
it makes possible a larger population. People must, of course, 
eat, and increased food production ·through the tise· of tl1aclllnery 
mak~s _it possible to ·provide food · for a larger number of people. 

Since the western world has adopted a more scientific method 
of farming, the population has increased greatly. A century· ago 
European nations had about ali-the inhabitants they could sup
port by the methods of producing crops then in use. But during 
the nineteenth century scientific agriculture and machinery of, an 
improved type· canie into use. · In this -same period · the popula
tien of those European nations doubled or trebled in number. 
Moreover, the larger populations were even better supplied with · 
the necessities of life at the end of the period than they were at 
it~ beginning. This was due in part to opening to cultivation 
oufrich western lands, but machinery may properly claim a large 

\ share of the credit. Indeed, it was machinery in the form of 
iniproved ti"ansportatiort facilities which 'wa.s largely responsible 
fof the rapid development of the West. Once these western lands 
had been opened up, farm machinery made possible a large out
put · of proditcts. 

r. "A large population is not necessarily a good thing; Mere size is 
not as important as happiness and efficiency." Do you think this is 
trUe? ·Has ma_£}:linety made p~ople happier and more efficient? 

2. Work up a list of the tools which were used in producing wheat in 
18oo. 

j. Who invented the harvester? · Do you think -the harvester had any 
effect upon the quicknes.s with which the central and western parts of 
our · country were settled? 

4· In what ways should you expect the locomotive to affect the a~ount 
of population? How does it affect the amount of food available for 
each person? 

5· Compare the population of the United States under Indian culture 
with that under present farming methods. Which population is larger? 
Which is better fed? ' 
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- The advantage to the worker comes in the fact that the hea:vy 
labor is done largely by machine power and human drudgery is _ 
much lightened. The farmer's work is easier now that he uses 
machinery in preparing the soif anc\ planting the seed, in culti~ 
vating and harvesting his crops, _in thrashing wheat and husking 
corn, in hauling, pitching, _·stacking and storing hay, in picking, 
seeding, and baling cotton, in spraying yege~ables and fruit, and 
in many other kinds of farm activities. 

MECHANICAL HELPS FOR THE FARMER'S WIFE. 

The work of the farmer's wife has been made'easier by the use 
of many kinds of machines used in the home, for we must not leave 
out of our list of machines the new domestic devices which are 
nowadays common.· Improvements in methods of heating and 
lighting and of bringing water into the house save much" fetching 
and carrying." ·Machines are used to separate milk and churn 
butter, to mix bread, to launder clothes, and to _ swe.ep floors. 
These machines, together with better methods of refrigerating, 
cooking, and canning, free the farm woman from the routine and 
dnidgerjr which formerly were her lot and r~ake possible greater 
comfort for all the family. 

Besides this, much work is now done in factories which was 
formerly done by farm women in the home. Carding, spinning, 
and ~eaving of wool,. the making of carpets and clothing were 
formerly all done .in the home. Even as 'l~te as I 88o there were 
more than 30o,ooo women in the southeastern part of the United 
States who were still produci:T).g cloth by the old methods. ·_ It was 
estimated that the same number of persons employed in modern 
cotton factories would produce one hundred times as much cloth. 
It is not surprising thaf a steady drift of such industries from. 
the home to the factory has taken place. ~his, of course, means 

1. What is a silo? Does it save farm labor? 
2. What is a milking machine? Under what conditions is it used? 
3· _How does a family on the farm get ice in the summer? · -
4· What is an incubator? It does not save .human energy. Why is 

it an advantage to the farmer? 
5· What use can be made of a gasoline engine on a farm} 
6. Are electric lights possible on a farm? If so, under-what conditions-? 
7· What inventions h~ve made grain farmers in Russia, Australia, 

Argentina and the United States competitors? 
8. Why was the windmill one of the earliest sources of power on the 

farm? 
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that these industries are now conducted primarily "ih towris and 
cities rather than on the farm. 

There is · still hard and unpleasant work which must be done, 
indoors and out-of-doors, on even the most modern farmsteads, 
btit the life of men and women and boys and girls on farms is surely 
easier ·and brighter than formerly. - The farmer and his family have 
now as· never before time which they may spend in reading, study, 
and recreation, The wider use of machinery in the fields and · in 
the farmhouse in this way results in time for self-improvement and 
enjoyment. 

HOW .TRANSPORTATION HELPS THE FARMER. 

The machinery ~sed in raising crops is only a small part of the 
machinery which concerns the farmer. Crops have to be hauled 
to· imirket. A: wagon road, a canai, and a railroad are all meclian
ica1 devices of the highest importance to the man who raises crops 
as well as to the man who buys produce in the city market. . : 

Think how the steamboat and railway have transformed farm
ing and farm life. · Before. their · advent farmers lived apart on 
very small · farms and produced crops which were mainly used_ on 
the farm itself. When the steamboat ~anie, people settled aiong 
navigable streams and began to ship their crops to distant points. 
Abraham Lincoln took ··goods from Indiana to ·New Orleans ori a 
flatboat. The big ·rivet boats that now navigate the Ohio: and· 
Mississippi Rivers tratispott produce ·much faster. What the 
boats do for the farmers . along large streams arid. lakes t)}.e rail~ 
ways accomplish for farmers everywhere. Farmers long · since 
ceased to consunie all they 'raise. They send food. ·and textile 

):. What recreations are possible in the country? In the: city? 
2. Can you name .any mechanical devices which help .us enjoy our 

leisure -time ? 
3· Has the modern steamship had any influence on agriculture iii dis

tricts -far from the seaboard? 
4· What influence has the telephone had on rural life? . Would you say 

it '4elped more in a business orin a social way? 
5· Is the telegraph of concern to farmers? If s:o, how? 
6. Name 10 things which were formerly made in the home and are 

now made in factories, · 
7. Farmers are said to be very slow to upderstand the war arid their 

relation to it. What are the relations of an inland farmer to the· war? 
8. How does the fai11'1er share in the expense of improvements · that; 

affect the whole country? 
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~tuffs to all p~rts of the world. _ World markets were brought into 
existe~ce by transportation facilities and wheat growers in Am~r
~ca, Europe, and Australia all send wheat to the thickly populated 
c;ountries of Europe. 

Thus the fanning populations were brought into commercial 
.relationships with all civilized mankind. The farmer no longer 
lives and works merely for himself and his family. He produces 
for the world, and his prosperity depends on the prices the world 
<;an pay for his products and the. possibility of shipping what he 
raises to those who need it. 

This means that the farmer is concerned with many things 
which happen outside his rural neighborhood. He must study 
social conditions and learn· how he may improve his lot. He must 
understand how freight rates are established, how prices are set, 
how laws are passed, and many other facts. He must learn how 
tg cooperate with other farmers to improve· their business interests. 
He must realize that he is part of every international situation., 

THE GOOD-ROADS MOVEMENT. 

What is true of w~terways and railroads is true of the country 
roads near the farmer's home. A farming district is often c9m
pletely transformed by the building of a good wagon road. Coun
try inhabitants i_n the past have been willing to put up with.rough 
and muddy roads, though these roads were inconvenient forf~rm
ers as well as for others who had to use them. Bad roads make 

.large loads and rapid travel impossible. They use up wagons, 
harness, and horses. Crops often can not be taken to market when 
prices are highest. Such roads place a barrier against visiting, 

1. What is meant by "the farmer .as a business man?" 
2. What constitutes a good road? What methods are used for con

structing roads in your section of the country? Who pays· for roads? 
3· In what ways do the interurban electric railway lines benefit the 

farmers? 
4· Find out what macadam roads are and why they are so mimed. 
5· What is a .consolidated school? What advantage has the cqn

solidated school over the "little red schoolhouse?" 
6. "The early settlements in our country were along the seashore or 

navigable rivers." Why? 
7. When were rural free mail deliveries introduced? Did the postage 

on letters increase when this was done? 
8. Describe the parcel-post system. Of what benefit is it to farmers? 
9· To what extent has the automobile coine into use in the country? 
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church. attendance, and the transportation . of pupils to consoli
dated schools. When rural mail delivery · was established the 
farmers in mariy districts · had to improve ·their roads before the 
Government would carry their mail. -

The good roads ·movement has beeh helped by ·the intr{)duction 
of the automobile. · The farmer who was separated from his 
neighbors and the market a few years ago by a long heavy road 
and the Aecessity of a tedious drive is to-day in many parts of the 
country able -to make a rapid trip in his automobile over a smooth 
road. 

BENEFITS TO BOTH COUNTRY AND CITY. 

The_ development of better means of production and transporta
tion has served to. uni~e the people of the co~ntry with those qf 
the city in such a way that benefits flow in both directions. The 
country_ can supply the city with the raw material needed for the 
city's industries. In the earlier days when farming was done 
largely by hand, the cotton crop was not enough to supply such 
a .great number of factories as we have to-day. The mills which 
in our day grin9. flour would not be able to get gra~n if the wheat , 
crop had not been enormously increased by machine methods. 

Qn,the other hand, the farmer's family_ gets th~benefits of the 
city;s· production in the newspapers and books which come to 
them through the rural fre~ delivery in the . cloth sent from the 
textile mills .. ' and in the furniture and household conveniences 
brought fro~ the . neighbo~ing cities. 

TilE MOVEMENT TOWARD THE CITIES. 

Four hundred years ago nearly all the people of England . were 
rural. Now three-fourths or four-fifths of its inhabitants are city 

1. What inventio~s help unite people in the country? 
2. What inventions help bind country people to city people? 
3· What is ~n agriculturai college? what is an agricultural exper~

ment station? How have thesein1proved_ the conditions of farming and 
rural living? 

4· What reasons can you give for the ·movement toward the cities 
other than the one given in the Jesson .? 

5· "Machinery has increased the possibility of interchange of goods 
a~d ideas." How? Why is it important to have this interchange? • 

6. "Machinery has made life rp.ore .. varied." Explain .how. 
7· The Government has in many ways interested itself in improving 

the far~e.r. ,, Why . sh~uld .the Government be especially interested in 
the far~er? · - • 
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dwellers. The same is true to a less degree in Germany, Austria, 
Franc~, a.nd oth~r advanced European nations. In I 790 about 
97 per cent of the peQple of the United States lived in open country 
and small towns; now only about one-half are so located. 

One reason for this movement toward the cities is that the con
veniences of life and its enjoy!llents have in the past been more 
easily obtained where there are great numbers of people living 
togeth~~· Machinery on the · fa~m and better transporta.tion are 
rapidly making it unnecessary to bring everybody into the city 

· to enjoy the comforts and .advantages of social life. 

THE RURAL LIFE COMMISSION. 

A few years ago there was a rutal life commission which . studied 
all the problems of the rural community, includi~g the isolation 
of its people and the need of introducing into rural homes more of 
the things that make city life attra<;tive. This commission was 
one of the early steps in a general movement which can be de
scribed as a movement to bring to the farm all the advantages of 

. modem life. 
PROGRESS WROUGHT BY MACHINERY. 

The ex~mples which have been given show that nowhere is · it 
truer than in rural life that machinery has brought change and 
progress. Machinery has increased the· production of the goods 
which people use. It has increased the population oi th~ world 
because it has provided greater means of support. It has increased 
the possibility of interchange of goods ~nd of ideas, thereby binding · 
together populations which have lived apart , as separate and 'dis
tinct groups. It has increased the migration of . individuals and 
peoples, thus equalizing opportunities throughout the world .and 
breaking down racial and national prejudice. It has equalized 
the opportunities of rural and city life . and by relating the two 
more intimately has improved the conditions of living · in · all 
districts. 
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LESSON C-12. PATENTS AND INVENTIONS.1 

· ccPatented September 20, 1901." "U.S. Patents, April !I, 

r8"99; April 14, 1903. Other Patents Pending." tt Patent Ap
plied For.'' cc Trade Mark Registered,/ U. S. Patent Office": 
Such inscriptions as these we see every day on the articleil we buy 
and u&e. ·The ones quoted are selected at random from a bottle 
of glue, a camera, a box of shaving powder, and a fountain pen, 
all of . them well-known much-advertised brands. We have all 
seen many such announcements on labels and yet we ·scarcely 
notice them. 

WH.1-T A PATENT IS. 

Yet all these references to patents and trade-marks on every
day -articles and ori the vai-ious kinds of machines 1n use. on every 
hand ·poib.t to the protection that our ·Government gives to those 
who ilivent bt discover anything that is useful to the -country. 

The word' Hpalent" means tt open; made public·. " Inventions 
often start as secret processes; when they are patented they are 
made available for. the common- good, while at the- same time 
the inventor's rights in his discovery are protected: Thuspatents 
and the protectionthey give inventors are devices of the Govern
ment -to -encourage the invention- of better ~ans •. of .. satis~ying 
our wants. 

In ·our country a upatent," or tt letters paten~" as it is some.~ 

times called, is a document issued by the Patent Office in t11e. 
name .of the United States Government granting to an inventor 
the e4clusive righ:t to . m~k~, use, ~nq, sell his invention . for a 
period of I 7 years. _ 

This policy is a .very old one. It had become a definite practice 
in England in the sixteenth century. In those early days there 
were evils "'Connected with the practice. Sometimes the king 
was .not so anxious to protect the person who had made a useful 
discovery or invention as he was to give a court favorite the 
chance to make a great .deal of money by having the exclusive 
right of making and selling something_ used by the people. A .-
patent would give such an exclusive right. As time went on these 
evils disappeared. 

The need of an inexpensive patent system is shown in the story 
of Samuel Crompton, an English weaver of the· time of our Rev
olutionary War. ·This was in the days when weaving was done 
on hand looms in the homes of the weavers. 

1 This _lessonwasprepared by Georg~ A. Mirick, Cam bridger Mass. It shows the. 
way in -\\rhich the Nation aims to encourage inventions. Patents have made it possible 
for an inventor, through Government protection, to get the benefits of his new ideas. 
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THE STORY OF SAMUEL CROMPTON. 

Samuel lived with his widowed rnother and a crippled uncle in 
an old mansion called " Hall in the Wood, " on the edge of a vil
lage. A loom stood · in the corner of the living room. To help 
earn the· daily bread, Samuel was taught how to weave as soon 
as he was strong enough to work the loom. 

Samuel became much interested in his work and in his loom. 
The very difficulties of the wo~k fascinated him. He studied these 
difficulties and dreamed and planned how he m.ight overcome 
them. What bothered him most was the constant breaking of 
the thread. Every two or three minutes ·he .must stop to piece 
the ends together. He began to wonder whether it might not be 
possible to make a machine that ·would spin a stronger ya~. 

For five years he experimented, working alone arid in secret. 
When his machine· was perfecte~ he began to spin a fine thread, 
which he used in ~aking mus~in . . This was a finer, stronger, 
and more elastic yarn than had ever heen spun before. 

After a while Crowpton found it profitable to spend all his .time 
spinning, for all the weavers roundabout ca1ne to him for his better 
yarn. The other spinners found · it difficult to sell .their yarn. 
l'his . caused great.hardship, for they were poor people, living on 
the small profits of theii spinning. ' . 

THE NEED OF A PATENT SYSTEM: 

Here ·was an unfortunate situation. Crompton guarded ~is 
secret because he felt that with the monopoly it gave him he could 
earn enough to repay hi1J:?. for his years of ·hard work. The rival 

I. Copy · several trade-marks and . notices ·of patents that you may 
find on various articles. Discuss in class any points of interest regard
ing them. 

2. Make a list of the pri~leges granted to a patentee. 
3· If you had patented an· invention ·an·d some one used it Without 

your permission, .· how could you stop him? · 
4· Some inventions are not patented, · b~t are kept as trade secrets 

by some establishment that gets control. Why is this done? 
5· In what sense is a patent to be regarded as property.? 
6. What is a copyright? How long does it ruti? 
7· What kinds of production can be copyrighted? 

· 8. Is there an international arrangement . about copyrights and pat
ents? What has happened in this matter during the war? · 

9· The Babcock Milk Tester is the case of a valuable invention which 
was given to the public. Look up the history of this. · · -~ 
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spinners fought hard for the nieans of livelihood. _They even, 
threatened to break intq Crompton's house and destroy his machine 
if he would not share his discovery with them. Moreover~ we !nus~ 
remember that an invention is no indiVidual matter, nor merely 
a neighborhood matter. · It was of concern to everyone that a 
better method of making yarn had been discovered, and it was 
holding back the progress of the art of spinning when only one man 
was using the best method. 

What was needed.was some strong power that could step il.J. and 
settle the difficulty to the satisfaction of· all concerned and that 
could guarantee to Crompton a reward for his perseverance ·in 
discovery, to the other spinners a means of ·earning their living, and 
to Englan~ and the world the advantage of the better cloth. The 
pow~r which regulates difficulties of this general type is the Gov
ernment, and the device which it uses in this particular kind of a 
case is the patent. · 

Patents were known in those days but they were very expensive. 
They were granted under th~ authority of the king, and an inventor 
who was poor very frequently had great difficulty in ·layi~g his ideas 
before the ruler; 

(;rompton had no money to secure a patent, and it would have 
take'n some time for him to earn enough with his spinning. So he 
agreed to show his neighbors his new machine for £6o. Later the 
invention was used all over England, and in 1812 ·Parliament 
granted him £s,ooo for the· contribution he had 1nade to the spin-
ningindustry. · 

Crompton's invention is indeed the property of the world. It 
is still the foundation of allmodern systems of spinning. It has 
helped to earn· wealth for manufacturers, but what is more impor
tant, it has -helped make good cloth 'for all of us. 

1. Some invep.tiqns displace ·la,bor at first but later give increased 
opportunitie!? for :work to thousands of people. Mention some such 

. I 

inventions. . 
2. O~her inventions interfere with no established industry but ~reate 

new occupations. Mentio1;1 some of these. 
3· Crompton became i11terested in improving the spinning machine 

because he worked with it. Do all workers aim to improve the machinery 
with which tliey work? Explain the meani1;1g of your a,nswer. 

4· The passing of gen~ral laws about pat~nts is much more just than 
the individual t.reatment of each case by the king and parliament. _ Why? 

5· Instead of selling a." patent' outright, some inventors _arrange to 
receive a royalty. -_\Vhat does this mean? 
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THE WORLD . NEEDS INVENTIONS. 

We shall u~derstand better how much it is to the Government's 
interest to encourage invention_by protecting the interests of the 
inventor if we recall the benefits that great inventions have 
brought to our country. 

Several years q,go one who had made a study of this subject 
wrote: 

With few exceptions all the important mechanical discoveries of the 
century, which have promoted the development of this country and have 
uplifted the entire human race, have originated under and are the direct 
results of our patent laws. 'fhis country had produced the steamboat, 
mowing machine, reaper, air brake, gimlet-pointed screw, telegraph, 
phonograph, telephone, Atlantic cable, vulCanized rubber, cotton gin, 
photograph films, cash carriers, linotype printing machine, heavier-than
air flying machines, most · of the electric power developments, electric 
lighting, Harveyized steel, machine-made watches, McKay shoe sewing, 
and thousands of less well-known improvements in practically every 
branch of agriculture, manufacturing, transportation, and domestic 
utilities. Few of these things would have ev:er seen the light were it not 
for-the promise of the reward, which is the mainspring of human endeavor, 
held out to the public through our patent laws. 

PATENTS IN EVERYDAY LIFE. 

To realize more fully how closely the benefits of our Govern7 

ment's patent policy touch us all, we need orily look about us. 
If we take, for example, our kitchen at home, we shall find it 
was built by the use of patented machines and tools, and its fur
nishings, its conveniences, and comforts, are the products of 

I. 'fhe writer who has been quoted states that "the reward (meaning 
money), which is the mainspring of human endeavor," etc. He evidently 
believes that money-making is the great m()tive that induces one to invent. 
Is this true? What different motives can you think of that induce people 
to do useful work? 

2: Do those employed by the Government receive mon~y for their 
inventions? Why do they make them? · 

3· Many inventors are giving their inventions without cost to our 
Government to-day for use in the war. Why? 

4· Make a list of the products of inventions in your schoolroom. 
5. Show how life has been changed in your ,community by the telephone. 
6. How has the invention of mechanical cash carriers in big stores 

affected the opportunities of children to earn money? Is .this a good or 
an evil result? · 
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patented ' inventions. , Every room in the house, including the 
cellar and attic, is really a museum in which are displayed the 

, resulfs of inventive genius. How oui ancestors, living 100, 200, 

and 300 years ago' would wonder at the changes in our ' homes 
and home life since their day! 

One writer has. said: 

We can not make a movement without touching a patented article .. 
Asleep or awake we are surrounded by patents. They attach them
selves to all our duties, studies, and recre_ations; they are with us in ,our 
travels · on foot, in vehiCles, by railroad, or by steamboat; they cling to 
us in the shape of clothing and jewelry; they enter irito remedies for· 
out diseases. 

In~entions have changed. the whole life or' our .cou:n_try as well 
as our individual and .h9~e life. They have harnessed the moun-. 
tain streams. and built up. great factories and. thriving cities on . 

. the . hillsides and on level lands once used for pasture and garden. 
Inventions have destroyed the simple home occupations by·which 
people -used to earn their living; they -have made people learn 
ne.W trades and spend their lives in factories -and huge depart
ment stores. All of these changes have not been made without 
great hardship to many, but the advantages have been greater 
than the disadvantages, and we are healthier, happier, and have 
more opportunities than people ever had before in the world's 
history. ~ 

THE BEGINNING OF OUR PATENT SYSTEM. 

It will beworthourwhilenowtostudy -the practical workings -of 
the patents system of our G:overnment. We shall find in our 

I . . When shoe machinery was introduced, how did it affect the 1nan 
who . _m:;tde shoes . at home by hand? Did it offer to people fewer or 
more . opportunities to earn money? . How did it. affect the price of 
shoes?.- -_ State· other advan.tages and· disadvantages· that came with shoe 
machinery? 

~2. How do. our . National and State Governments protect_ those who 
work ~n factories? 

3· How .do State, city, . and town governments protect people against 
automobile accidents? 

4· Look up in ·a public library the report. of the Patent Office and tell 
what it contains. 

5· If two people claim the same invention, how is- the question settled? 
6. What is meant by i'nfringement of a patent or trade-mark? 
7. When a copyright runs out, may anyone use an author's ·writings?. 
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. Constitution under the heading " Powers granted to Congress" 
the following : 

8. To promote the progress of science and the useful arts, by securing 
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings 
and discoveries. 

It is interesting to know that George Washington was not only 
an inventor of no mean ability, but that, as the first President of 
our country, he urged the passing of . a patent law in his first 
address to Congress. A law to accomplish these results . was 
passed in . I 790. During that year only three patents were 
granted, and during the first- three years ·after the passage of the 
patent law only 57 were granted. 

In those days it was the business of three cabinet officers to. 
consider applications for patents and to decide whether they 
should be issued or not. One clerk could attend to all the duties 
of the office· by giving only part of his time to them. But . the 
inventive genius of the American people grew rapidly under the 
protection of the patent law, and in 1836 a new law was passed 
creating the Patent Office with a Commissioner of Patents at its 
head. 

THE PATENT OFFICE TO-DAY. 

. The Patent Office to-day is a large and busy organization. 
The Commissioner of -Patents has a staff of nearly r ,ooo persons, 
including exarnine~s, clerks, transl~tors, libraria.J?., , draftsmen, 
copyists, tnessengers , and others. 

The number of patents granted is increasing every year. In 
i91 i the one million markw,as passed. Now soo to 700 patents are 
issued every week, arid there are always about 2o;o6o applications 
~waiting action. . 

I. Inventors are frequently poor business men. Is it the faitlt 
of our patent system if inventors do not make good bargains with their 
patents? 

2. What is the main reason for a patent system, the protection of 
inventors or the encouragement of invention? 

3· Why should not an inventor ·start in business on a small scale 
rather · than sell his patent to a corporation? 

4· .Patents · are granted by the Federal Government. Would it be 
better to have them grarited by· the various States? 

5· Do you know any one who has rec-eived a patent for an invention? 
Have you ever heard of an inventor who was very poor? Of one who was 
very rich? · 
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HOW TO GET A PATENT. 

The Patent Office has issued a small pamphlet entitled " Rules 
of Practice in the United States ·Patent Office.'' In this pamphlet 
may be found the following paragraphs: 

A patent may be obtained by any person who has ,invented or dis-
covered any new and useful art, machine, manufad r composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereol 

Applications for letters patent of the United State st be made to the 
Commissioner of Patents. * * ~ A complete appt.ication comp~ises 
the fir:st fee of 1hs, a petition, specifications, and oath; and d~awings when 
r~quired. * * * 'Jhe petition, specifications, and oath must be in the · 
English language. -

Every application for a patent is exatnirted by the Patent Office 
experts to determine whether or not,it is a ~seful invention, and 
different en'Ough from previous ones to warrant ·ciassin.g it as -new. 
There may be many previous inventions that are similar. The 
new invention must be compared with them · all before a patent is 
.granted· or denied. 

An inventor often h8:s to make a comparison of his own invention 
with those in the same line which were made earlier. This is 
often a very difficult process; ·for hundreds of inventions may 
have preceded his, as in the case of. cotton-weaving machinery, 
stea:tn engines, etc. To assist hiln he tnay employ a patent attor
ney. These lawyers are specially trained to give expert adyice 
i~ irtatters pettaining to inventions and patent laws, and_ to put 
applications, etc., in the approved foi·tns. 

When th~ Patent · Office decides that an invention is patentable, 
the inventor must pay another fee of $2o, and a patent is issued 
giving him the exClusive right t<? make or use his invention for 17 
ye;:trs or to sell hi~ rights in it to someone else_ for the same period 

I. ·Find o~t what kind of descriptions of the invention must be filed 
when application is made for a patent. 

2. Would itbe just .to later inventors to allow the patent of a very 
gener:;tl, loosely defined idea? / 

3· There are certain naturaldevices which can not be patented. Why? 
4· It is said that only one out of a hundred-of the patents granted' 

becomes commercially profitable. Is it the duty of the Government to 
decide whether a patent is .going to be profitable? 

5· How is this question settled? 
6. The lesson mentions the possibilitY. of an inventor not being able 

to provide the funds necessary to build a factory and to provide working 
capital. What is meant by working capital? 
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of years. No one may use his invent~on without his consent, 
which usually involyes the payment of a fee, ·called a license or 
royalty fee. If anyone violates this right, the inventor 1nay bring 
suit, and the courts will award him royalty and damages. 

IS THE SYSTEM SATISFACTORY? 

It is very of tated that the United States patent laws. are 
the most liberal 1e world, and that as a result the United States 
leads the world avention. This is probably true, but we must 
not think that Jhe system is perfect. 

It is often difficult for an inventor to get what he has made on 
the market. Sometimes he encounters difficulties because other 
inventors have conflicting· interests, and a long legal process is 
necessary with patent lawyers and much investigation of other 
claims. Sometimes the inventor himself has not the c-apital 
necessary to b:--~ld the factory and provide the working capital. 
Cases are not 1 re in which inventors have sold their patents at a 
very low price to others who have made a great deal of money 
out of the use of the patents. Sometimes patents are bought up 
by monopolies who do not use them, although they are very good 
ones. The reason for this is that a great deal of old machinery 
might have to be thrown away if the newly patented machinery 
came into use. By buying the patents the monopoly prevents 
competitors from using the new machinery and then the monopoly 
goes on using the old until they are teady to replace it. This 
may be unfortunate for the public. 

Not all these difficulties can propetly be charged against our 
patent laws. But whatever the difficulties, it is evident that the 
Nation is interested in working out some method by which anyone 
who has ideas useful to the whole community shall be protected 
in his production of what he has invented. Then we must take 
care that these inventions shall be made immediately useful to the 
community as a whole. 
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